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Parent engagement is a core tenant of Think Small’s Pathways to Quality (P2Q) project. In addition to 

working with providers on ways to engage parents in their children’s education, Think Small looked 

to engage parents on a broader, more regular scale. Text messages are an effective strategy to break 

down the complexity of engaging parents as they provide helpful information on a regular schedule that 

families can rely on. Texting services also have the benefi t of a 95% open-rate—meaning families are 

more likely to engage with the information than they would through another medium like email.

To ensure this program would meet the needs of families, Think Small did a voice of consumer 

pilot testing of three distinct services. At the end of the pilot, the P2Q advisory team selected the 

ParentPowered Texting service. ParentPowered was developed from research out of Stanford University 

and sends three developmentally appropriate messages per week passed on the child’s birthdate. 

The messages cover all developmental areas including social-emotional, literacy/language, health and wellness, and 

math/numeracy. The weekly messages follow this schedule: a fact like “words open up a world of learning”; a tip like “at 

bedtime, introduce words that name objects”, and a growth activity like: “Add descriptive words as you say a silly good 

morning”. Messages are available in English, Spanish and Somali.
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Project Description 

Results

1. How much did we do?  (How many sessions, how many providers impacted, how many attendees, etc.)    
As of May 2, 2018, a total of 6,105 people were signed up to receive the 

weekly messages. There has been steady growth in this number since the 

program was offi cially launched in October 2017.

2. How well did we do it?  

3. Is anyone better off? Why?

With any new product/service, there has been plenty of learning 

opportunities. Since we rely on outside partners to sign up the families they 

work with directly, our efforts have been focused on growing and maintaining 

those partnerships. We also continue to enhance the messages and offer 

them in additional languages as needs are identifi ed.

Think Small ParentPowered Texts is about engaging parents. Since text messages have a high open-rate, we assume 

parents are at least internalizing the information. We are working with ParentPowered to develop methods to test these 

hypotheses.

“ Text messages are an effective strategy to break down the complexity of engaging parents as they provide helpful 

information on a regular schedule that families can rely on. ”
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“ Texting services also have the benefit of a 95% open-rate—meaning families are more likely to engage with the 

information than they would through another medium like email.”
Challenges/Opportunties

Next Steps

We will continue to work with our partners to find new and effective ways to get families to sign up for this service. We 

will also continue to develop new partnerships and distribution channels to engage parents. Finally, we will work with 

ParentPowered to improve the service on the back end. 

There are a number of challenges related to this project. The first relates to 

our partnerships: they are difficult and labor intensive to maintain; partners 

are inconsistent in their efforts to sign families up for the service, and there is 

often a lack of a consistent message or “sales pitch” to families. The second 

challenge relates to the limitation of simple text messages. Though they 

are the most likely medium for parents to consume, they limit the amount 

of information we can collect about the recipients and their use of the 

messages. This makes it hard to track outcomes. Further, though our voice 

of consumer showed us that parents prefer simple text messages, this may 

not always be the case. Currently, we have no plan for how this effort will be 

sustained in the years to come.

As of May 2, 2018, a total of 6,105 people were signed up to receive the weekly messages. There has been steady 

growth in this number since the program was officially launched in October 2017.”“


